[Effectiveness of kampo medicine gorei-san-ryo for chronic subdural hematoma in very elderly patients].
Chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) is mainly a disease of the elderly. Widespread use of CT and MRI has resulted in the discovery of CSDH cases with no or minimum symptoms in the elderly. Treatment is by surgical evacuation, although small hematoma may resolve spontaneously. Treatment of CSDH in elderly patients of more than 80 years of age with minimum symptoms is still undetermined. Many conservative treatments such as those with steroids and diuretics have been reported with some good results. Conservative treatment cannot become the procedure of choice for fear of side effects. We report successful treatment for CSDH cases among the very elderly with a Kampo medicine (Japanese traditional herbal medicine). Among a total eleven cases, four were recurrent after surgical evacuation and seven showed significant hematoma with minimal symptoms. Gorei-san-ryo, a Kampo medicine, was administered for 3 to 12 months. Some cases showed rapid hematoma resolution after administration. Only one of them required subsequent surgical intervention. This conservative treatment with Kampo medicine for CSDH may be a potential alternative to surgery especially for the elderly.